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Libro di testo NETWORK 1 , Starter book + Student’s book and workbook (libro 

misto).  P.Radley , OXFORD   

 

STARTER BOOK- 

Lesson A: asking for and giving personal information (1); the alphabet; verb “be”; 

possessive adjectives. 

Lesson B: asking for and giving personal information (2); cardinal numbers. 

Lesson C: talking about nationality; countries and nationalities, the definite article 

“the”. 

Lessom D: talking about jobs; jobs; verb “be” (short answers); the indefinite article 

“a/an”. 

Lesson E:  talking about possessions; pets and possessions; verb “have got”. 

Lesson F: describing appearance; describing people. 

Lesson G: understanding classroom language; classroom objects; demonstrative 

pronouns “this/that/these/those”, plural nouns. 

Lesson H: The British Isles. 

 

STUDENT’S BOOK 

Unit 1-talking about family; talking about possessions (1);vocabulary .family; verb 

“be” and prepositions of place (1); verb  have got;  a/an, any, how many….? 

 

Unit 2- talking about sports and free-time activities; expressing likes and dislikes; 

vocabulary: sports; free-time activities(1); present simple (1); verbs + ing;personal 

pronouns; play, go, do; so do I/ neither do I. 

 

Unit 3-  taking about daily routine; telling the time;talking about lifestyle ; 

vocabulary: dily routine, the time, free-time activities; present simple (2); adverbs of 



frequency; expressions of frequency; prepositions of time at, on, in; expressions with 

have. 

 

Unit 4: talking about school; talking about temporary actions; talking about your life 

at the moment; vocabulary: school subjects; present continuous (1) + (2); present 

continuous vs. present simple; let’s…, shall we…; how about/ do you fancy…? 

 

Unit 5: talking about dates; talking about ability; making arrangements; vocabulary: 

ordinal numbers; months and dates; abilities; can ability; present continuous (3)- the 

future; present simple (3)- the future. 

 

Unit 6: talking about places in your town; asking for and giving directions; 

vocabulary: places in town; city adjectives; prepositions of place (2); there is/are + 

some/any; the imperative; prepositions and adverbs of movement; could…? 

 

Unit 7: talking about your favourite food; talking about quantities; talking about diet; 

talking about your town; vocabulary: food and drink, food quantities and containers, 

 shops; countable and uncountable nouns; some/any; much/many/a lot of7lots of ; (a) 

little/ (a) few; too much/many, (not) enough. 

 

Unit 8: talking about holidays, talking about the past; vocabulary: holidays; past 

simple (verb be); be born; past time expressions; prepositions of place (in, at); past 

simple regular/irregular verbs; will/ would like. 

 

 

 

 

Caserta,                                                                              La docente, 

                                                                                  Anna Elisa Bergantino 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 


